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Historically, the arrangement and configuration of
plans, within the context of domestic space most
often reveals tight allotments of square footage and
compartmentalization of spaces with inherent naming
conventions that imply single-use, inflexible scenarios
of inhabitation. But, how we live, work and play is
continually changing. The nuclear family, which dominated housing design of the 20th century, is disappearing. In response to these new domesticities, this
studio explored the development of alternative forms
of housing for emergent forms of living and working
in Detroit’ Eastern Market Area [1].
1

The largest historic public
market district in the United
States, located in the heart
of downtown Detroit. The Eastern Market has maintained
a rich history of food, art, and
music over the past 150 years.

DESIGNING FOR NEW COLLECTIVITIES
Traditional familial structures are changing at a rapid pace, meaning that
conventional and practiced housing strategies are no longer adequate.
The nuclear family is slowly being replaced by diverse typologies of
post-familial living arrangements, various forms of collectives, and new
ways of combining dwelling and working. These new groups require a
rethinking of what housing can be. This paradigmatic shift questions the
status quo of what constitutes a home, how the private and the shared
are partitioned, and what new kinds of spatial uses are necessary.
Eastern Market’s [1] history, current activity and socio-cultural
diversity make it a unique part of Detroit to learn from, and a prime
testing ground to foster new communities, novel spatial typologies, and
experimental urban architectures. The studio examined housing at three
different scales: the unit(s) scale, the building scale, and the scale of the
city block. Through these scalar studies, we explored how organizational
and formal questions can be generated from part-to-whole relationships, such as collective form or combinatory strategies. We were not
interested in the standard kit of parts, but instead in how these traditional
spatial labels can be reframed and recombined at both the familial and
communal scales to develop innovative scenarios, spaces, and buildings for contemporary domestic and collective models of living that are
emerging in Detroit, and in cities worldwide.
Systems Studio is traditionally completed in groups of three, with
class-wide cross-checks for Site, Massing, Unit Design, and Building
Envelope spread throughout the semester. A final PDF compilation is
created by each student group along with their presentation for Final
Review.
INITIAL EXERCISES
Students began by studying collective living in readings and in architectural precedents as well as site context of Eastern Market.
To better understand what these new collectivities look like, students read essays on emerging familial structures and unique living situations. They were asked to illustrate each living scenario, using original
diagrams to describe the actors involved in each scenario, their relationship(s) to each other, and some of the key spaces/objects/activities that
might be shared among them. How might eight octogenarians who each
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own a cat coexist in the same unit? How might a single mother and her
child interact with a college student down the hall?

“How do the shifts in social rituals, demographic
change, the technological transformations of jobs, the
dissolution of the classic office, and the breakup
of the classic nuclear family affect building? [2] … Good
architecture … is always an encouragement to try out
new ways of life.”
2

Niklas Maak, Living Complex,
2015

Each student was responsible for the documentation and analysis of one
of six selected precedents related to site planning. They carefully documented the following through diagrams, images, and digital models:
site organization, program, massing, proportion (height/width/length/
separation), solar orientation / access to light and air, parking, and storm
water management.
The shape, placement, design, and quality of the built environment
are important elements in reinforcing an architectural concept. In addition, it is fundamental to have an understanding as to the way in which
the individual or collective of buildings tie into a larger system. To initiate
this design process, the studio began by understanding the context
and demographics of Detroit. The use of massing models, diagrams,
and on-the-ground documentation allowed students to understand the
physical framework that their projects were grafted into. These modes
of representation and exploration led to the establishment of formal
and programmatic compositions through the reduction of the idea to its
essential components. However, an understanding of the physical constraints of a site isn’t enough. It is important to understand who gives life
to this area of the city; individuals, families, their lifestyles, social circles,
work culture, and general character play a crucial role in how a project is
conceived, developed, and finally executed.

Map of Detroit's Eastern Market, 1921
Studio Paper
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Referring to the central market
area in the Eastern Market
neighborhood that borders
Wilkins Street to the north.

SITE ANALYSIS
Site analysis focused on the documentation and gathering of information pertaining to our specific site as well the surrounding areas, namely
the area denominated the ‘core market’ area [3]. This part of the project
required students to visit Eastern market. It was important to collect
information on two levels: the physical built environment and pulse of
the market, the people. The final goal of the exercise asked students to
develop viable proposals for a site “master plan” to be used by the studio. This resulted in a site model at 1/64" = 1', about 4'x4' in size.
MASTER PLAN
To develop an overall organization strategy and massing model, students iterated in the format of a design competition. Working in teams,
students worked via charrettes and study models, drawings and diagrams to generate a set of alternative strategies to the site. These were
then formulated after a review into a working master plan.

Warm-up Exercise diagramming how alternative living situations might manifest themselves in architecture.

UNIT PLANS
Moving forward from schematic site massing, where students established a vision for the development of your block from the outside in,
focus shifted to developing the building from the inside out. Units and
plans were developed with iterative feedback for the overall block planning, massing, and open space. In parallel, it was important to develop
and describe the specific community and combinations of individuals
that these plans would serve.
BUILDING ENVELOPE
While reworking their building proposals, each group continued to
advance their designs through the development of the building envelope and wall section. A building’s enclosure spans multiple scales.
From an urban context, the development of an elevation creates a
response and engagement at a city scale. On the other hand, close
proximity to this enclosure from both the public street level to the
5
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intimate space of the unit allows for a multiplicity of visual and tactile
encounters to be explored through its detailing. The facade is something
that is spatial. It has thickness which is occupied in addition to the tectonic and materialistic effects that can heighten or flatten this thickness.
Work culminated in a PDF document including plans, sections,
elevations, renderings, and detail drawings. Some student work was also
selected to be shown in Detroit in the spring of 2019 at an exposition
emphasizing the practical and technical nature of this studio in order to
encourage housing development in the city.

Site Analysis Research, Studio Collaboration.

Site Model, Studio Collaboration.
Studio Paper
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STUDENT WORK:
RUSSEL CREATIVE

Sarah Arthur, Brian Baksa,
Eric Minton

Section Perspective. Russell Creative. Sarah Arthur, Brian Baksa, Eric Minton.
4

Referring to Detroit bungalow
style housing typically 1-1/2
stories, with low pitched gabled
roofs that extend over the front
porch.

Engaging Detroit’s symbolic domestic vernacular [4] of the single-family
home as an identifiable housing typology, the project attempts to bridge
unfamiliar living conditions - collective living + live/work arrangementsprevalent to the cities developing artist communities, with a familiar
icon or domesticity. The project abstracts the spatial qualities of the
single family home, and in careful aggregation, formalizes the ambitions
of some of Detroit’s fundamental catalysts for renewal: the creatives.
Further abstracting both the form and composition of the single family
home, the project explores the spatial potentials of the “attic” as a fundamentally curious and privileged space. Situating the most communal,
shared programmatic elements within the “attics” throughout the project, these collective elements instigate an eagerness to engage through
unique spatial realizations.

Courtyard Rendering. Russell Creative. Sarah Arthur, Brian Baksa, Eric Minton.
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Physical Model. Russell Creative. Sarah Arthur, Brian Baksa, Eric Minton.

Site Plan. Russell Creative. Sarah Arthur, Brian Baksa, Eric Minton.
Studio Paper
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STUDENT WORK:
EASTERN COMMONS

Hannah Cane, Jordan Laurila,
Nour Majzoub

Section Perspective. Eastern Commons. Hannah Cane, Jordan Laurila, Nour Majzoub.

Eastern Commons proposes a new model for living in an age of transience, accommodating cohabitation, and working dynamics that do
not comply with the normative status quo. The building is constructed
using a timber frame with movable facade panels, which allow residents
to customize and rearrange the appearance of their environment. Unit
sizes are kept small, and communal functions spill out into the interstitial
space between the units. The housing sits above a library of things and
services. It is a hub for Eastern Market as well as the residents. Everything at Eastern Commons works through a borrow-and-return system.
We are a post-ownership city.

Site Axonometric. Eastern Commons. Hannah Cane, Jordan Laurila, Nour Majzoub.
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STUDENT WORK:
TABULA CASA

Teruaki Hara, Karina Hernandez,
Sam Scardefield

Section Perspective. Tabula Casa. Teruaki Hara, Karina Hernandez, Sam Scardefield.

5

A practice in Detroit that has left
vast portions of the city vacant, displacing thousands of families and
contributing to a visually dystopic
landscape.

Detroit and specifically Eastern Market has been witness to widespread
urban and architectural erasure[5]. In reaction to this trend, the design
for Tabula Casa intends to serve as a prototype and counter current to
the trend of demolition as progress. By occupying the structure the proposal generates a new identity while maintaining communal memories
associated with the existing structure. Tabula Casa aims to become a
reference for future housing typologies in Detroit. As the city undergoes
a great many of changes the design challenges governmental regulators
and developers to remain innovative, inclusive, and respectful of existing
community memories, ambitions, networks, and infrastructures. Tabula
Casa does not create a new slate for housing by scraping existing obstacles, rather it confronts these challenges to embrace new possibilities.

West Elevation Render. Eastern Commons. Hannah Cane, Jordan Laurila, Nour Majzoub.
Studio Paper
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Site Section. Tabula Casa. Teruaki Hara, Karina Hernandez, Sam Scardefield.

Ground Floor Plan. Tabula Casa. Teruaki Hara, Karina Hernandez, Sam Scardefield.

Construction Diagrams. Tabula Casa. Teruaki Hara, Karina Hernandez, Sam Scardefield.
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Physical Model. Eastern Commons. Hannah Cane,
Jordan Laurila, Nour Majzoub.
Site Plan. Russell Creative. Sarah Arthur, Brian Baksa, Eric Minton.
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